Arthur (Mickey) Handy
アーサー（ミッキー）・ハンディ

Aphrodite Yawns III, 1964
アフロディアの欠伸Ⅲ 1964年作

Collection of the Burlington Art Center
Donated by Carlos Yep and Sylvia Lau, 1997.

31.5 x 33.0 x 34.5, Red Stoneware, oxides

Unglazed thrown stoneware sphere with ragged edged vertical opening; edges rubbed with oxides are dark brown-black; mounted on steel plate.
Fire + Earth
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Blossoming Phallus, c. 1963
Collection of the Burlington Art Centre.
86.5 x 23.5 x 23.5, Stoneware, wheel thrown

Sign Post, 1963
Collection of the Burlington Art Center
Donated by Carlos Yep and Sylvia Lau, 1997.
106.5 x 21.5 x 21.5, Stoneware, wheel thrown, reduction fired

Space Embrace, 1963-65
Collection of the Burlington Art Centre.
Donated by Mr. Lorne Howell, 1994.
29.5 x 49.5 x 17.5, Stoneware, hand built, oxides, reduction fired

Untitled (Totem), 1988
Collection of the Burlington Art Centre.
Donated by James and Doreen Wilson, 1988.
69.4 x 41.0 x 17.5, Stoneware, oxides, reduction fired

Aphrodite Yawns II, Undated
Collection of the Burlington Art Centre.
Donated by Mr. Avrom Issacs, 1988
30.0 x 40.0 x 38.0, Red Stoneware, oxides, Reduction Fired
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Brief Biography
1933 born New York, New York.
1959 B.F.A. New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University, Alfred, New York.
1960 M.F.A. Alfred University. 
Came to Canada.
1960-66 Head, Ceramic Department, Ontario College of Art, Toronto, Ontario.
1971-76 Assistant Professor, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario.
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1977 "Retrospective"; McLaughlin Art Gallery, Oshawa, Ontario.
1997 "FIRE+EARTH: Contemporary Canadian Ceramics"; Burlington Art Centre, Burlington, Ontario.
1998 "FIRE+EARTH: Contemporary Canadian Ceramics"; Itabashi Art Museum, Tokyo, Japan.
"Arthur Handy: Recent Work"; Burlington Art Centre.
2001 "FIRE+EARTH: Contemporary Canadian Ceramics"; The Mackenzie Art Gallery, Regina, Saskatchewan.
2002 "FIRE+EARTH: Contemporary Canadian Ceramics"; Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Thunder Bay, Ontario.
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